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 14	

As stated in the paper, the research was focused at the estimation of corn crop 15	

evapotranspiration (ETc) in a commercial farm using FAO56 (Allen et al. 1998) and 16	

Martínez-Cob (2008) approaches to compute daily crop coefficients (Kc). Therefore 17	

ETc was the unique variable in the study and factors as effective precipitation and 18	

application efficiency were the same. Thus ETc was the only factor that, in this 19	

paper led to different corn crop water requirements (i.e. different irrigation doses) 20	

during the crop phenological development. 21	

Ph D. Yildirim raised some questions that will be answered in the following: 22	
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1. Among different efficiency and uniformity patterns which criterion/criteria should be 23	

first taken into consideration to decide the best performance of a sprinkler irrigation 24	

system? 25	

This paper did not deal with the evaluation of the performance of a sprinkler 26	

irrigation system. Nevertheless, in a conceptual context, efficiency evaluates the 27	

ratio of volume of water beneficially used and total volume of water applied while 28	

uniformity deals with amount of water received in all parts of the field (Burt et al. 29	

1997, Playán et al. 2005), thereby high uniformity does not necessarily implies high 30	

efficiency (Hsiao et al. 2007). Nevertheless, both concepts play a fundamental role 31	

to measure irrigation quality; in fact, uniformity is referred as a component of the 32	

efficiency (Howell 2003, Zhang et al. 2013). Under this view, in the particular case 33	

of a sprinkler irrigation system, efficiency includes uniformity as well as affects as 34	

sprinkler evaporation losses and wind velocity (Martínez-Cob et al. 2008). We also 35	

suggest Ph D. Yildirim to read the answer provided by Martínez-Cob et al. (2010) 36	

to the exactly same question. 37	

2. Based on the paper statement, the following standpoint could be raised: During the 2009 38	

irrigation season, what could be determined the assumption for the application efficiency, 39	

Ea as 70%, since large number of variables relatively affect on the application efficiency? 40	

For a particular year, the same irrigation system was used for both treatments. 41	

Therefore, the same application efficiency must be applied for both treatments for 42	

a given year. For our purposes (comparing FAO56 against Martínez-Cob 2008 43	

methods of estimating ETc) it is not really important whether the true efficiency 44	
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was that assumed in the paper for a given year or it was different as the factors 45	

affecting Ea occurred simultaneously for both treatments. In addition, for 2010, 46	

experimental values were used for estimating Ea and any factor affecting this 47	

variable was the same for both treatments. Therefore, we believe the assumptions 48	

for Ea were sound and thus their influence in the results was negligible as the goal 49	

was not evaluation of irrigation systems. 50	

3. What is the relative contribution of water losses on sprinkler total water losses through 51	

the examination of sprinkler irrigation, during 2010 season? 52	

Our purpose was not evaluating the performance of each irrigation event. It was 53	

only to evaluate the water use and the water and economic productivities obtained 54	

when two different methods for ETc estimation were used. Therefore, sprinkler 55	

water losses were irrelevant for this study but to compute irrigation gross depth 56	

we assumed that these losses were the same for each treatment as the same 57	

irrigation system was applied for 2010 for both treatments (same operational 58	

pressure, quite similar wind velocity, same elevation of sprinklers, and similar 59	

hardware). 60	
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